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Abstract   
 
John E. Roemer(1945- ),who is a professor in Yale University Politics Science 
Department,is a well-known Left-Wing economist and political philosopher.As a 
representative of the fifth stage of the Market-Socialism Theory,he modernized the 
classical theories in Marxism by demonstration methods,so that he laid a micro 
foundation for Marx’s economic theory.It is helpful to research this topic when we 
are on the way of building a socialist society. 
The first chapter mainly introduce Roemer’s Market Socialism economic 
mode--Coupon Economy,which was put forward on the basis of traditional market 
socialism theory and the practice of socialist construction.The key of this mode is to 
avoid the appearance of a group which can collect social fortune quickly. This mode 
can not only realize the maximum equality among individuals but also effectively 
retain the efficiency of socialism economy.In this mode,Roemer positively acclaimed 
the important role played by the market and the function of the government.Roemer 
also drew a line for the scope of government’s function. 
The second chapter mainly introduce Roemer ’ s new definition on 
exploitation.Roemer negated the Theory of Labor Value,but he supported Marx’s 
criticism to capitalist exploitation.Roemer pointed out that exploitation stems from the 
inequal property right.He put forward the general definition of exploitation by using 
the Game-Theory.According to the different kinds of property rights,he defined 
different kinds of exploitation.Roemer also explained the inequal phenomenon in the 
socialist society by the general definition of exploitation and emphasized that the 
exploitation in socialist society is not an unjust exploitation. 
The third chapter mainly introduce the issue of realization of the public 
ownership.The classic authors had never described the concrete realization of the 
common possession in details.Roemer sum up the experiences of the socialist 
practices and pointed out that the social individuals should have rights of governing 
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socialist’s goal can be achieved through the combination of the market and the 
realization of public ownership. 
The fourth chapter mainly introduce Roemer’s opinion about the issue of 
equality.As a market socialist,he focused on the equality of opportunities,that is,each 
one in the society has the equal opportunity to enter market.But at the same 
time,Roemer acclaimed that it is difficult to avoid the socialist exploitation in the 
elementary stage of socialist society,which is a necessary exploitation.Roemer 
encouraged the ordered competition and the stimulus function of market and approved 
the existence of necessary inequality. 
The creative idea of this paper is to make clear the elements of Roemer’s 
Market-Socialism Theory and to prove that these elements are unitary inherently.In 
addition,this paper compares Roemer’s ideas and classical concepts of Marxism.So 
that,we can master the meaning of Roemer’s theory on the whole. 
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